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trace the template onto the plain side 
of the paper...

Find the template...

cut out the pieces roughly...



then trim to the line...

iron it on, shiny side down...





and then the next piece...



until you have them all.

then glue on the fabric...



and start rolling each section over and 
sticking it down...

Start by clipping...



keep rolling...



check the right side... tweak it to make sure there is a nice 
smooth edge...



clip as you need to...



keep sticking it down...



a toothpick it handy...











a little extra glue for the 
fiddly bits...

smooth the edge and check its ok...



a beautiful piece...

So start on the next one...



and clip...

keep clipping...



add some glue to the edge...



roll and stick down each 
section...



and check as you go...

more glue for to tweak where its not 
sitting right...



and smooth down the edge...



and eventually...



another piece done. So start a new piece...by clipping...



start with the most complicated part of 
the shape...

and gluing...



then smooth down the edge...

a bit of extra glue...



finish the corners...



so the first corner is now done... So clip the next corner...



put the glue on the edge...

some extra cipping so it sits neat...



keep rolling... and sticking...



and...the corner's all finished...

until the second corner is 
done...

then onto the simpler sides next...



for a nice neat edge...



roll the edge oner with your handy 
toothpick...

keep going on the next side...

keep sticking it down...



give it a clean...

and when the stick gets 
sticky...



keep gluing...

press down the edge...

and rolling...



and checking...



we're nearly there...

until...

So onto the handle...



starting with the trickiest part of the 
shape...

some glue...

and rolling...



and checking...



and rolling...



now roll the next section...

and checking...



start on the next side... then clip the curves...



and glue a section on the curve...



until it's all done...

keep sticking sections down...

and neat on the front...



but not quite...so some tweaking...

and the pieces go almost 
together...

until it's right...



and goes together...

and a little glue left over :-)
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